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Is your major
'promising?
Some programs are shown

Univ. fundraising goal reached
Board of Trustees announces completion of $120 million campaign

to lead students to better
job opportunities and

By K.lly Day

salaries Is yours one of

Campus Editor

them? See the list inside

| Page 3

The University's Board of
Trustees met for the second
lime this school year at BCiSU
Firelands in Huron.
It was announced that the
University's $120 million fundraising goal would be reached
Friday afternoon, but fundraisi ng would continue over the next
year and a half as planned.
"Sometime this afternoon
we will have reached the SI20

Chavez seeks
socialist state
Residents of Venezuela
voted on constitutional
reforms that may make
it possible for Chavez to
remain president for the

million campaign, but we're not
going to make a big deal out of
it because we still have a year
and a half left," Trustee Robert
Sebo said.
Scbo said the University still
has more goals to meet.
Money raised will be used
primarily for capital planning
projects funded by private gifts,
bonded debt and state funds,
including the S38.5 million
Wolfe Center for the Performing
Arts and a new $36 million convocation center.

Other projects include renovations of the Ice Arena, Health
Center and some residence
halls.
At the meeting, the board
passed two resolutions regarding residence hall renovations:
a $1.3 million project to improve
the McDonald electrical feed
and a $600,000 project to replace
and relocate the Offenhauer
cooling tower.
Other important actions and
information from Friday's board

meeting Include:

Sponsorship of the Toledo School
for the Arts

Board members passed a resolution to sponsor the Toledo
School for the Arts, a Toledo
charter school. The resolution
states that the sponsorship
will "increase the academic,
research and collaborations
and exchanges between the two
institutions."
"One of our centers of excellence are our arts programs,"
said Vice President of Academic
Affairs and Provost Shirley

Baugher. it's a perfect opportunity lor us tt> collaborate."
Baugher said one of the benefits of collaborating with thej
school is that it will give the
University an opportunity for"
field experience hours.
The trustees asked General

Council Thomas Trimboli to
make a revision to the resolution to make sure there were no
expectations for the Universitj
See BOARD I Page 2

rest of his life | Page 8

Friendship has
strong ties in a
person's youth
Columnist David Busch
descnbes his experiences
with a childhood friend and
explains the benefits of unity
|Page4

Stress during
finals week can
be prevented

Evel Knievel, 69, dies
of natural causes

Can see your
ID, please?

Legendary daredevil remembered for
iconic career, bone-breaking stunts
By Mitch Stecy

Remember to take breaks
during study sessions and
avoid procrastination if you
want to sidestep that
typical finals week stress
| Page 4

Falcons heading
to Mobile, Ala.
The Bowling Green
football team accepts an
invitation to play Tulsa
intheGMACBowlon
Sunday. Jan. 6.2008

|Pa*5

PH0I0ILLUSIRAIION BY RACHf I RADWANSKI

The BG hockey
team sweeps
Wayne State

Local bars crack down on fake IDs

After losing two straight
games before Thanksgiving.

By Scott Recker
Reportei

BG comes back by defeating
the Warriors on Friday and
Saturday | Page 5

'/
If you had a fake ID. what
would your name be?

The nightlife in downtown Bowling Green
attracts a diverse crowd of people, including
underage individuals trying to con bars and
nightclubs into serving them alcoholic beverages.
Detective Scott Kleiber, who is in charge of
investigating fake IDs for the Bowling Green
Police Department said both the frequency
of fake ID use over the years and the time of
year when they are most likely to be used have
stayed consistent.
"hi fall and springtime we see more college
students returning and we see more fake IDs
being circulated." Kleiber said.
It's much easier for someone to obtain a
fake ID now than it was in the past because of
better technology, even though state IDs have

Reporter

"Pepper Stanley. How
many friends would I have
if my name was Pepper?
Come on!" | Page 4

TODAY
Flurries/Wind
High: 52. Low: 25

TOMORROW
PM Snow Showers
High: 52, Low: 24

^

become more complex and it is harder to successfully replicate them. Kleiber said.
He said the complexity of state IDs makes it
hard to trick the police, as well as bouncers and
bartenders.
Longtime Ziggy's bouncer and bartender
Darrell limbs does not have much of a problem
distinguishing a fake from a real ID.
"The first thing you want to do is to see if it
is actually the person." Timbs said. "You can
usually tell this by the bridge of their nose and
facial features."
Even if the person tried to replicate an ID,
limbs still has no problem spotting a fake ID.
"Ohio IDs are really easy to tell because they
have reflectors in them so you can move them
around and tell, there are little tricks we use,"
See FAKE ID | Page 2

CLEARWATER, Fla. — Evel
Knievel's hard life killed him
— it just took longer than he or
anyone else might have expected.
The hard-living motorcycle
daredevil, whose bone-breaking, rocket-powered jumps and
stunts made him an international icon in the 1970s, died
Friday. He was 69.
He had been in failing health
for years, suffering from diabetes and pulmonary fibrosis,
an incurable condition that
scarred his lungs. I le had undergone a liver transplant in 199!)
after nearly dying of hepatitis
C, likely contracted through a
blood transfusion after one of
his many spills. He also suffered
two strokes in recent years.
Longtime friend and promoter Billy Rundle said Knievel
had trouble breathing at his
Clearwater condominium and
died before an ambulance
could get him to a hospital.
"It's been coming for years,
but you just don't expect it.
Superman just doesn't die,
right?" said Rundle, organizer of
the annual "Evel Knievel Days"
festival in the daredevil's Buttc,
Mont., hometown.
Knievel's son Kelly. 47, said
he had visited his father in
Clearwater for Thanksgiving.
"I think he lived 20 years longer than most people would
have" after so many injuries,
Kelly Knievel said. "1 think he
willed himself into an extra five
or six years."
Immortalized
in
the
Washington's Smithsonian

feats and world
records

Institution as "America's
Legendary Daredevil," Knievel
was best known for a failed
attempt to jump an Idaho
canyon on a rocket-powered
cycle and a spectacular crash at
Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas, lie
suffered nearly 40 broken bones
before he retired in 1980.
For the tall, thin daredevil, the
limelight was always comfortable, the gab glib. There always
were mountains to climb, featS

to conquer
"No king or prince has
lived a better life," he told The
Associated Press in May 2006,
"You're looking at a guy who's
really done it all. And there are
things I wish I had done better,
not only for me but for the ones
I loved."
He garbed himself in red.
white and blue and had a knack
for outrageous yarns: "Made
S60 million, spent 61. ...Lost
$250,000 at blackjack once. ,.,
Had S3 million in the hank,
though."
Knievel's career began to take
a downturn in 1977 after he
was sentenced to six months in
jail for attacking former television executive Sheldon Saltman
with a baseball bat. Saltman.
whose left arm and wrist were
shattered, told The Associated
Press on Saturday that he hoped
See KNIEVEL
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Staying warm doesn't have to mean going broke
By Theresa Scott

CIARAEDDINGS
Freshman APMD

Evel Knievel
Stuntman famous
for death-defying

The Associated Press

The sight of snowand ice gathering on sidewalks Saturday night
was a sign for many people-that
winter has officially begun.
While
some
students
have been hoping for a white
Christmas since last March,
others sec the snow and ice as
more of a hassle than a blessing. Increased heating bills and
drafty windows can strain the
daily budget and force some students to become thrifty during
the winter.
Dave Conner, a junior art
major, moved off campus this
year and has definitely seen the
effect of the cold weather on his
wallet.
"I definitely didn't expect
the heating bill to be so high,"
Conner said. "We began turning
down the heat at night and using
electric blankets instead."
Sometimes all it takes to stay
warm without going broke in

"Sometimes I microwave my socks in the
winter. It really makes it easier to start
outside when your feet are nice and warm."
arah Mullen i Junior

the winter is a little ingenuity.
Most people know that dressing warmly in the winter can be
the difference between staying
toasty and not making it out the
doorall day because it is too cold.
But UGG boots and Northface
jackets, although they are very
warm, can prove too expensive
for the average college student's
budget.
There are ways to dress
warmly while still having
enough money left over to buy
your weekly supply of Ramen
noodles.
A woman's thermal fleece
jacket is $249 from Northface,
but a Fruit of the Loom thermal,
long-sleeved undershirt and
pant set from Wal-Mart sells for

only $12; the combination can
be hidden under regular clothes
and can help you battle the BG
wind for only a fraction of the
cost of the name-brand jacket.
"Sometimes I microwave my
socks in the winter," said junior
Sarah Mullen. "It really makes it
easier to start outside when your
feet are nice and warm."
Students can also try rubbing
a topical pain reliever like Icy
Hot on before getting dressed
in the morning. The product
is not only for relieving aches
and pains, but it can provide
the sensation of warmth in 15
degree weather. A package of
See WARM I
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to give financially l<> the school.

8:33 AM
Overnight, someone broke out the
small, rear drivers side window of
a car on Georgia Avenue, causing
J50 in damage.

9:44A.M.
Someone broke into a car on
South Summit Street overnight
and took a black backpack with
maps and books inside.

652 P.M.
Someone entered an unlocked
vehicle on Ordway Avenue, took
items out of the glove box and
scattered them on the front passenger s seat Nothing was actually
taken.

11:50 PM.
Deanette Nicole Johnson. 20. of
Adram. Mich., was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol for
using a fake ID to get into a bar on
North Main Street.

138 A.M.
Jared A Okoneski, 24. of
Perrysburg. and Michael D. Brown.
23. of Oak Harbor. Ohio, were each
cited for public urination in a parking lot on Campbell Hill Road.

2:01 A.M.
Gregory J. Burger. 20. of Fairview
Park. Ohio, was cited for fighting
and underage drinking after tackling someone off the front porch
of a home on North Enterprise
Street Nicholas J. Cifam. 20. also
of Fairview. tried pulling Burger off
the victim, but when police talked
to Cifani. they noticed a strong
odor of alcohol and cited him for
underage drinking.

2:41 A.M.
Jonathan Joseph Niese. 21. of
Defiance. Ohio, was cited for
lighting at the corner of Mam and
Wooster streets. Niese had thrown
a punch at a man and accidentally
hit a woman who was standing
nearby

SATURDAY
1203 A.M.
D Bowersox. 19 of
Strongsville. Ohio. Brian David
Lewis. 19, of Hudson. Ohio, and
Brandon M St Jean, 19. of Findlay.
Ohio, were all cited for public urination on Troup Avenue.

12:06 A.M.
William C Boukissen II. 19. of
Fremont. Ohio, was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol
for trying to use someone elses ID
to get into a bar on North Main
Street

130 A.M.
Brooke N. Basmger. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol for using a
fake ID to get into a bar on North
Main Street.

2:47 A.M.
Sarah A. Rimboch, 19. of Huron.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct and taken to the Wood
County Justice Center after she
was found passed out next to the
post office. When police woke
her she believed that she was still
at Uptown/Downtown and she
became verbally abusive to the
officers

3:19 A.M.
Sara N. Neer. 19. of Urbana.
Ohio. Lacy Michelle Peck. 19. of
Hamilton. Ohio, and Kaitlin E.
Gatto. 19. of Mentor. Ohio, were
all cited for underage drinking at
the corner of Mercer Road and
Wooster Street.

k

ONLINE: 'JO to wwwbgnewscomfot
the complete blotter list

128 Man villa ■ 1
233 W. Merry - 1
210 Liberty •
622 E. Wooster St. •
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Adoption of Classified Civil
Service Modernization

rhe trustees unanimously
passed a resolution lo implement
House Bill IH7. which makes
changes for classified staff at the
University in areas such as status
and layoff and discipline procedures.
A resolution to sell roughly three acres of land of the
University's Research Park was
passed unanimously by the
hoard. The land will he sold for

$225,127 toARGO-HYTOS, Inc., a
hydraulic filtration company.
Salary Increase for University
President
trustee
Michael
Marsh
announced the board had
decided to give H(iSl) President
Sidney Hibeau a 3 percent salary
increase.
"H he board| expressed to Dr.
Hibeau our extreme satisfaction with BGSU and I Inlands,"
Marsh said.

CITY
BRIEF
University students, along with
IRK Vending, are sponsoring a
benefit for Hurricane Katrina
victims at 149 North tonight

starting at 8 pan.
It is the first time since Mil's
opening that the bar will be
open to patrons ages 18 lo 20.
One hundred percent of the
proceeds Of the S- cover for
underage individuals will go to
New Orleans.
The night will include a 50750
raffle and special New Orleans
beers. All proceeds from the
sales of these beers will go
toward the relief effort.

BGNEWS.COM

five Icy Hot patches is $6.29 on
www.drugstore.com; they stay
warm for hours, and if applied
in the morning, people can feel
like they have a mini electric
blanket wrapped around their
hack all day. Warm drinks are
also tempting in the winter.
Kyle Rich, a Starbucks barista,
says he has seen the increase
in the sale of warm drinks this
winter.
"In the winter you don't see
as many people buying the
iced dial tea latte," Rich said.
Making warm drinks at
home is much cheaper than
a Starbucks latte, and can be
just as satisfying. Try melting
a candy cane in your hot cocoa
for a warm drink that is also
fun. I'or new students, this
can be the perfect (leverage
for roommate-bonding activities, like decorating the dorm
for the holidays while listening
to "Chestnuts Roasting on an
Open I'ire."
Cooking can also be a surprising source of heat in a small
apartment. As the steam rises
from a boiling pot of water,
the steam raises the moisture
level in the house and keeps
it feeling warm. Keeping a
tea kettle on can keep peo-

KNIEVEL
From
Knievel was "at peace."
"I've always felt pity for him,"
said Saltman, 76, who still has
a SI2.75 million judgment
pending against Knievel that,
with interest, he estimates has
grown to more than Slot) million.
"He was a true daredevil, but
he basically was not a good
human being," Saltman said.
knievel said after the attack
that he had been offended by
Saltinan's book "Rvel Knievel
On lour."
Saltman. who maintains he

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

ple warm while they enjoy a
delicious warm beverage.
Spaghetti noodles are always
a dollar at the Dollar Tree and
can feed about eight people, so
students can stay warm and
full for a cheap price.
For students who live off
campus, changing the filter in
the furnace can significantly
reduce heating costs. A dirty
filter forces the furnace to
work harder in the winter and
drives the costs up. However,
changing the filter at the
beginning of the season and
once every ol her month could
reduce heating costs by up to
") percent.
Snow and ice can also add
time to the morning commute, especially for those who
wake up to see their cars buried under a ti-inch pile of snow
and find themselves without
an ice scraper.
Rather than go back inside
and wait for April to roll
around to thaw the car, simply cut the bottom half of an
empty milk jug off. creating
an impromptu shovel and ice
scraper.
Whatever
students
do
to stay warm this winter, it
can be done without break
ing their budget. So have fun,
be creative and always wcai
two pairs of socks to battle the
winter blues.

never meant to offend, said
Saturday he would not drop
the judgment and plans to go
after Knievel's estate.
Knievel had enjoyed a resur
gence in popularity in recent
years. I le made a good living
seUingautographs and endorsing products.
Thousands
came to Unite every year as his
legend was celebrated during
"livel Knievel Days.'
"They started mil watching
me bust my ass, and I became
part of their lives,' Knievel
said. "People wanted to associate with a winner, not a li iser.
They wanted to associate with
someone who kept trying to
be a winner.''

FAKE ID
From Page 1
limbs said. "We have books we
use that show us what out-ofstate IDs look like."
limbs said when someone is
denied access to Ziggy's because
of a fake ID, an argument usually ensues,
"They usually hit you with,
No, that's me' and try lo argue
that it's really them," Timbs
said. "Then I usually say something like I'll call Howling
Green Police and they will come
and verily it,' then their story
changes."
When a bartender or bouncer
confiscates a lake II). the situation is far from over.
If someone is not arrested
right away when attempting lo
use a lake ID. a police investigation will follow. Kleihersaid.
"We start checking all of our
databases and looking for familiar faces we may have dealt with
in the past, and we check with
other police departments,"
Kleihersaid.

Charges lor attempting to use
a fake ID can range from a felon\ to a misdemeanor, depending on the case,
University juntoi Sean Lowe
was given a misdemeanor
charge for attempting to use a
fake II) al lunction.
I he bouncer called me OUl
on the II) and I tried to argue,"
Lowe said. "But it didn't work,
and a cop arrested me when I
left."
Lowe was given a fine, two
years of probation and courtordered alcohol classes.
"I thought I could get awa)
with it, but I was wrong," I owe
said "looking back on it. it was
not worth it."

CORRECTION
POLICY
: tactual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG Mi
.'6966.

1 • Large Homes
'

( 4 Plus bedrooms)

www.newloverentals.com

A Place to call Home
Resort style living without the resort style price tag!
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Students in some majors see bigger paychecks

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events tdlen from eveniibqsutidu

4:30- 7:50 pm.
Commons Special Holiday
Dinner Buffet

By

J.VJJII

Jonci

Highest Job Outlooks

■ Accounting

fty

Commons Dining Center
The I liiiviTMty is home to several
very promising majors, and a few
no) so promising.
lint just which ones are which,
and what does "promisinc" really

6 - 8 pirn
Winter Etiquette Dinner
201 Union

mean?
It is impossible to tell you
which majors arc 'promising'
because every major, paired with
meaningful experiences and skill
development can result in success," siid Annette lladik. BGSU
(area (ienter representative,
lladik- st, lien lent may be what
most people would like to hear,
but it may leave too much to the
imagination.
I in-live majors that lead to the
highest job outlooks, according to
CNN, are careen in accounting,
education, engineering, business
administration and computer
science.
"Aside from the whole loving
in teach children thing, the likdihood of getting a job that pass
well is the reason I'm majoring in
it.'said \athaiiU1iitman, a freshman majoring in early Childhood
education.
Anoibei freshman with the
same major. Sheena Dicob, said.
It really makes my future less of
a worry knowing the job outlook

SMART Information
Session
Union Theater

Support Group for Family
and Friends of U.S. Military
300 Psychology Building

8 p.m.
Jean-Michel Goury. sax,
and Yves Jossett. piano
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 - 9 p.m.
Resident Adviser
Information Session
Union Theater

CAMPUS
EF

is good."

"Where urban becomes international"
was the slogan (or Fashion Evolution, the
eujhth annual fashion show presented by
the Black Student Union
The show took place on Satur.:
p m and was held in the Union Ballroom
The event featured clothes Irom
Stupid Fresh. Haute Couture. Greek
Scene. Prototype and forbidden Fruits
Entertainment was provided by design
ers F.Y.I.. Eccentricity and Chris Holley
The show was sponsored by sev
eral businesses, including CBCB. LA
Collections. Goody s. YBM Trend.
Millennium Fashions. Diversity Boutique.
Exclusive Styles and the BGSU Wellness
Connection

Whitman and Dicob, along
with all of the othei education
majors thai make up it( ISI ism et
popular major, will lie happv to
know thai education also t<»p|>cd
( NN^ list of the 10 Hottest jobs in
America, which died education
as the lield that liny believe will
experiencethemosl net gain over
the next Bve years.
(ninputer science majors alsii
have reason to celebrate, because
along with one of the live nest
job outlooks, tin' average annual
starling salarv is £50,820, and
it came in at number three on
i NNs 10 Hottest jobs list
"I knew that coming in, and
that along with the lad that I
genuine!) enjoy it. is why I chose
to major in it" said Have lone, a

■ Education
■ Engineering

■ Computer Science

Highest Starting
Salaries
■ Engineering

■ Computer Science
■ Accounting
■ Business Administration
freshman majoring in computer
science.
There are. however, careers
thai aren't as promising.
Some of the lowest job outlooks for majors offered al BGSU
are philosophy and psychology
CNN reported thai philosophy
majors cannot directly do much
with the philosophy degree, bin
can find opportunities in fields in
which a philosophy degree can
help.
Psychology majors have a
decent job outlook. CNN reported" that in 2007. four out of even,
II) ixtiple with a degree in psychology are self-employed, with
those who are self-employed
making a higher average annual
salarv than those who are not.
Aviation majors looking to
become pilots may be interested
in the fail that a career as a pilot
is one of the most dangerous one
can pursue, as reported by CNN.
Some of the majors offered al
the University that lead to careers
with the lowest stalling salary are
those in criminal justice, where
police earn $2.r).(XK), liberal alls,
where a person averages $28,000
and health care, where a personal'hoinecare aide will earn, on
average, $18,180.
I lowever, job outlooks and
stalling salaries alone may not
lulls, determine which jobs are
reaDj the most promising,
"Any major, in and of itsell.
cannot lx' judged as to whether
it is promising." liadik said. "All
majors are Important and can
lead to promising careers and
productive lives."

lUUSTtoTIONfiVCHMSWESI
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TIRE SALE!
NEWT/RES lANTI-FREEZEi MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE ■*

FREE
S
1fl
mmr.,

Radiator Flush

Across from ALDI
I Central* King 3115 King R«
iMaumee
532lino*Ave
IPerrysburg 25998 N Dae Hwy
Iwoodvilkt
3725VWis»nRd
ISylvania
5832 Monroe Si

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

198
/0
OFF
i with Tire Rotation'
R,,
Mechanical
; i*JO tv, JO; or 10WJO Include..*
includes FREE Intpuclion
Service

i Anti-Freeze Test

419-842-8473
419-893-'242
419-873-09''
419498-1863
419482-8984

Fremont 9
West Toledo
NorttiTowne
South Toledo
Franklin Part

1925 W Slate Si
2T9 W Central
222*Alois
75C S ReynWs
6:22 Men* Si

419-332-3261
419479-'0"0
4'9476-"2'
4'9-535-3033
4'9475-467'

Holland
"71 Orcha-dCntr
TnickiFarm
Bowling Green ?99 S Mar 51
Monroe. Michigan 1986 NTelegrapn

419«i-'9'9l
I1W91-797J
i19-352-5'68
800-198-6009

VISIT US IP. Til! WEB : Iheti-pman com

Practice.

It's a show stopper. And a carter starter.
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Mow!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue » Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Live close to Campus
Now Leasing for Fall 2008!
CAMPBELL HILL

FRAZEE & E. MERRY

^^'

i.

-u
■

?» 3 BIDI00M TOWNMOUSiS

2 BEDROOMS ? BATHROOMS

COLUMBIA COURT

HEINZ
At Temple, we provide students with hands-on opportunities to learn.
Whether you're a student of tourism, hospitality, sport or recreation management, you II
learn by doing We place 100% of our students in hard-lo-get internships, externships.
or jobs. So when you graduate you'll be ready to gel on the field And stand out within
it as well.
To learn more, call 215-204-3103 or visit us al www.temple.edu/sthm/colleges
Join us for one of our upcoming information sessions on main campus.
1700 N. Broad St.. Room 412. at 5 p.m.-

GREENBRIAR, INC
445 EAST WOOSTER ST.

0_o

„„,

419-352-0717

Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm Saturday: 9am - 1pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

November 15 | December 10 | January 23
m School ot Tourism
and Hospitality Management
n MIMI i Nrvmsi n
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to give financially lo the school.

8:33 AM
Overnight, someone broke out the
small, rear driver's side window of
a car on Georgia Avenue, causing
$50 m damage

9:44 A.M.
Someone broke into a car on
5 itj Summit Street overnight
and took a black backpack with
maps and books inside.

652 P.M.
Someone entered an unlocked
vehicle on Ordway Avenue, took
items out of the glove box and
scattered them on the front passenger's seat Nothing was actually
taken

11:50 PM.
Deanette Nicole Johnson. 20. of
Adram. Mich., was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol for
using a fake ID to get into a bar on
North Main Street

138 A.M.
Jared A. Okonesk 24. of
Perrysburg. and Michael D Brown.
25. of Oak Harbor. Ohio, were each
cited for public urination in a parking lot on Campbell Hill Road.

2:01A.M.
Gregory J. Burger. 20. of Fairview
Park. Ohio, was cited for fighting
and underage drinking after tackling someone off the front porch
of a home on North Enterprise
Street. Nicholas J. Cifani. 20. also
of Fairview. tried pulling Burger off
the victim, but when police talked
to Cifani. they noticed a strong
odor of alcohol and cited him for
underage drinking

2:41 AM.
Jonathan Joseph Niese. 21, of
Defiance. Ohio, was cited for
fighting at the corner of Main and
Wooster streets. Niese had thrown
a punch at a man and accidentally
hit a woman who was standing
nearby

SATURDAY
12:03 A.M.
Kirk D. Bowersox. 19. of
Strongsville. Ohio. Brian David
Lewis. 19. of Hudson. Ohio, and
Brandon M. St Jean. 19, of Findlay.
Ohio, were all cited for public urination on Troup Avenue.

12:06 A.M.
William C Boukissen II. 19. of
Fremont. Ohio, was cited for mis• ntation to obtain alcohol
for trying to use someone elses ID
to get into a bar on North Main
Street

1:30 A.M.
Brooke N. Basmger. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol for using a
fake ID to get into a bar on North
Mam Street.

247 A.M.
Sarah A. Rimboch. 19. of Huron,
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct and taken to the Wood
County Justice Center after she
was found passed out next to the
post office. When police woke
her she believed that she was still
at Uptown/Downtown and she
became verbally abusive to the
officer

3:19 A.M.
Sara N Neer. 19. of Urbana.
Ohio, Lacy Michelle Peck. 19. of
Hamilton. Ohio, and Kaitlin E
Gatto. 19. of Mentor, Ohio, were
all cited for underage drinking at
the corner of Mercer Road and
Wooster Street.

*

ONLINE: Go to v*wwbgnewscom for
the complete blotter list

128 Man villa ■

1

233 W. Merry ■ 1
210 Liberty • '
622 E. Wooster St. •

Adoption of Classified Civil
Service Modernization
'I he Inistces unanimously
passed a resolution 10 implemenl
Mouse Bill 187, which makes
changes for classified siaff al the
University in areas such as status
and layoff and discipline procedures.
A resolution lo sell roughly three acres of land of the
University's Research I'ark was
passed unanimously by the
board. The land will be sold for
S22.r>,l27toAliC.()-IIYTOS,lnc.,a
hydraulic filtration company.
Salary Increase for University
President
Trustee
Michael
Marsh
announced the board had
decided 10 give BGSU President
Sidney Rlbeau a .'! percent salary
increase.
"|The boardl expressed lo Dr.
Ribeau our extreme satisfaction with BGSU and 1 irclands,"
Marsh said.

CITY
BRIEF
University students, along with
Mil Vending, are sponsoring a
benefit for Hurricane Katrina
victims at 149 North tonight
startingatHp.ni.
It is the firs! lime since 149's
opening dial the bar will be
open to patrons ages 18 lo 20.
One hundred percent of die
proceeds of the S2 cover for
underage individuals will go to
New Orleans.
The night will include a 50/50
raffle and special New Orleans
beers. All proceeds from the
sales of these beers will go
toward the relief effort.

BGNEWS.COM

five Icy I lot patches is S6.29 on
www.drugstore.com; they stay
warm for hours, and if applied
in the morning, people can feel
like they have a mini electric
blanket wrapped around their
back all day. Warm drinks are
also tempting in the winter.
Kyle Rich, a Starbucks barista.
says he has seen the increase
in the sale of warm drinks this
winter.
"In the winter you don't see
as many people buying the
iced chai tea latte," Rich said.
Making warm drinks at
home is much cheaper than
a Starbucks latte. and can be
just as satisfying. Try melting
a candy cane in your hot cocoa
for a warm drink that is also
fun. I or new students, this
can be the perfect beverage
for roommate-bonding activities, like decorating the dorm
for the holidays while listening
to "Chestnuts Roasting on an
Open I-ire."
Cooking can also be a surprisingsourceof heat in a small
apartment. As the steam rises
from a boiling pot of water,
the steam raises the moisture
level in the house and keeps
it feeling warm. Keeping a
tea kettle on can keep peo-

KNIEVEL
From
Knievel was "at peace."
"I've always felt pity for him,"
said Saltman, 76, who still has
a $12.75 million judgment
pending against Knievel (hat.
with interest, he estimates has
grown lo more than S100 million.
"He was a true daredevil, but
he basically was not a good
human being." Saltman said.
Knievel said after the attack
thai he had been offended by
Saltrnan's book "Hvel Knievel
On Tour."

Saltman, who maintains he

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

ple warm while they enjoy a
delicious warm beverage.
Spaghetti noodles are always
a dollar at the Dollar Tree and
can feed about eight people, so
Students can stay warm and
full for a cheap price.
For students who live off
campus, changing the filter in
the furnace can significantly
reduce heating costs. A dirty
filter forces the furnace to
work harder in die winter and
drives the costs up. I lowever.
changing the filler at the
beginning of the season and
once every other month could
reduce heating costs by up to
5 percent.
Snow and ice can also add
time to the morning commute, especially for those who
wake up lo see their cars buried under a (i-inch pile of snow

and find themselves without
an ice scraper.
Rather than go back inside
and wait for April to roll
around to thaw the car, simply cut the bottom half of an
empty milk jug off, creating
an impromptu shovel and ice
scraper.
Whatever
students
do
to stay warm this winter, it
can be done without breaking their budget. So have fun.
be creative and always wear
two pairs of socks to battle the

winter blues,
never meant to offend, said
Saturday he would not drop
the judgment and plans to go
after Knievel's estate.
Knievel had enjoyed a resurgence in popularity in recent
years, lie made a good living
sellingautographs and endorsing products. Thousands
came to Unite every year as his
legend was celebrated during
'T.vcl Knievel Days.'
" lliey started out watching
me bust my ass. and I became
part of their lives." Knievel
said. "People wanted to associate with a winner, not a loser.
They wanted lo associate with
someone who kepi Irving lo
be a winner."

FAKE ID
From Page 1
limbs said. "We have books we
use that show us what out-ofstate IDs look like."
limbs said when someone is
denied access to Ziggy's because
of a fake ID. an argument usually ensues.
"They usually hit you with,
No. dial's me' and try lo argue
that it's really them," limbs
said. "Then I usually say something like I'll call Bowling
(Ireen Police and t hey will come
and verily it,' then their story
changes.''
When a bartender or bouncer
confiscates a fake ID, the situation is far from over.
If someone is not arresled
right away when attempting lo
use a fake ID, a police Investigation will follow, Kleihei said.
"We start checking all of our
databases and looking for familiar laces we ma\ havedealtwith
in the past, and we check with
other police departments,"
Kleibersaid.
Charges for attempting to use
a lake ID can range from a felony IO a misdemeanor, depend
ingon the case.
University junior Sean Lowe
was given a misdemeanor
charge for attempting lo use a
fake ID al lunction.
I he bouncer called me out
on the II) and I tried lo argue,"
Lowe said. "Hill it didn't work.
and a cop arrested me when I
left."
Lowe was given a line, two
years of probation and court
ordered alcohol classes,
"I thought I could gel away
with It, but I was wrong." I owe
said. Looking back on it, it was
not worth it."

CORRECTION
POLICY
If you thinl

1 • Large Homes
( 4 Plus bedrooms)

tall factual errors.
■ is been made,
ll 4
". 7-6966.
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Students in some majors see bigger paychecks

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Sow e«nts ufcen from evenlibqsucdu

4:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Commons Special Holiday
Dinner Buffet

By Jason Jones
Report*.

Highest Job Outlooks

■ Accounting

Commons Dining Center
6 - 8 ;,•■

Winter Etiquette Dinner
201 Union

SMART Information
Session
Union Theater

Support Group for Family
and Friends of U.S. Military
300 Psychology Building

8 p.m.
Jean-Michel Goury. sax.
and Yves Jossett. piano
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

8 - 9 p.m
Resident Adviser
Information Session
Union Theater

CAMPUS
BRIEF

The University is home to several
very promising majors, and a few
mil so promising.
liul jusl which OIK'S arc which.
and wnal does'promising" really
mean!
"It is Impossible to tell you
which majors arc 'promising'
liecausc even major, paired ivitli
meaningful experiences and skill
development can result in success," said Annette Badik. IMiSIJ
(area Center representative.
Badflds statement may lie what
most people would like to hear,
hut it may leave mo much ID the
imagination.
I he five majors thai lead to the
highest job outlooks, according I"
CNN, arc careers in accounting,
education, engineering, business
administration and computer
science,
"Aside from the whole loving
to leach children thing, the likelihood of getting a job that pays
well is the reason I'm majoring in
it. "said Nathan Whitman, a freshman majoring in early childhood
education.
Anoibei freshman with the
same major, Sheena Dicob, said,
It really makes my future less of
a worn blowing the job outlook

is good."

"Where urban becomes ii.iei national"
was the slogan for Fashion Evolution, the
eighth annual fashion show presi
the Black Student Union
The show took place on Satur I
p.m. and was held in the Union Ballroom
The event featured clothes from
Stupid Fresh. Haute Couture. Greek
Scene. Prototype and forbidden Fruits
Entertainment was provided by designers F.Y I. Eccentricity and Chris Holley.
The show was sponsored by sev
eral businesses, including CBCB. LA
Collections. Goody's. YBM Trend.
Millennium Fashions. Diversity Boutique.
Exclusive Styles and the BGSU Wellness
Connection

Whitman and Dicob, along
with all of the other education
majorsihat makeup U( iSI I smosl

popular major, "ill he happy to
know thai education also topped
l .Wslisinlilicltllloltestlobsin
\iiieiu.i. which ciuil education
as the field that they believe will
experience the most net gain over
the next Bve years.
Computer science majors also
have reason to celebrate, because
along with one of the five best
job outlooks, the average annual
stalling salary is $50,820, and
ii came in at number three on
( \Yx 10 Holiest lobs list.
I knew thai coming in. and
that along willi the tail thai I
genuine!) enjoj itiswhj I chose
in major in it. said I lave tones, a

■ Education
■ Engineering

■ Computer Science

Highest Starting
Salaries
■ Engineering

■ Computer Science
■ Accounting
■ Business Administration
freshman majoring in computer
science.
There are, however, careers
that aren't as promising.
Some of the lowest job outlooks for major, offered at BGSU
are philosophy and psychology.
i \\ reported that philosophy
majors cannot directly do much
with the philosophy degree, but
can find oppommities in fields in
which a philosophy degree can
help.
Psychology majors have a
decent job outlook. CNN reported thai in 21X17. four out of every
It) people with a degree In psychology are self-employed, with
those who are self-employed
making a higher average annual
salary man those who are not.
Aviation majors looking to
become pilots may l>e interested
in the fact thai a career as a pilot
is one of the mosl dangerous one
can pursue, as Deponed by CNN.
Some of the majors offered at
the University that lead to careers
With the lowest staning salary are
those in criminal justice, where
police earn $25X100, liberal arts,
Where a person averages $28,000
and health care, where a pcrsonal'lioinecare aide will ram, on
average. SI 8.180.
However, job outlooks and
staning salaries alone may not
fully determine which jobs are
really the most promising.
"Any major, in and of itself,
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Radiator Hush

cannot l>c judged as to whether
is promising." Badik said. "All
majors are important and can
lead lo promising careers and
productive lives."
II
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SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Live close to Campus
Now Leasing for Fall 2008!
CAMPBELL HILL

FRAZEE&E. MERRY

2 A 3 BIOIO0M TOWNHOUSiS

2 BfOROOMS 1 BAIHBOUMS

COLUMBIA COURT
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GREENBRIAR, INC
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learn by doing We place 100% of our students in hard-to-get internships, exlernships,
or robs So when you graduate you'll be ready to get on the field And stand out within
it as well.

SHiJkM.
3 BEDROOMS

At Temple, we provide students with hands-on opportunities to learn.
Whether you're a student of tourism, hospitality, sport or recreation management, you'll

. -L-i

3 BfOROOMS

,««,_,«,«_

419-352-0717

Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm Saturday: 9am - 1pm

www.greenbriarrentals.com

To learn more, call 215-204-3103 or visit us at www.temple.edu/sthm/colleges
Join us for one of our upcoming information sessions on main campus,
1700 N. Broad St.. Room 412, at 5 p.m.:
November 15 | December 10 | January 23

HO School erf Tourism
and Hospitality Management
I IAIIM I I MM RStTl

FORUM

"Aside from the whole loving to to teach children thing, the likelihood
of getting a job that pays well is the reason I'm majoring in it."- Nathan
Whitman, a freshman majoring in early childhood education [see story, p. 3]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET If you had a fake ID. what would your name be?
"Optimus Prime.

"Monique Mo'

"Sterling Silsby. my

Byahh!"

Lester."

porn star name."

"Samantha Kingston."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have yout own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
LESLIE CONNOLLY.
Psychology. Freshman

WILLIE FAY.
Ftc 'iman. Undecided

JENNIFER YORK,
Senior, Biology

RON COLLIER.
Senior. Integrated Social
Studies

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

Beating the 'demons' of stress as
finals week draws near
"If a student is staring at a textbook for
I LE MARQUNITA
W
LOWE
■ i^^^B
COLUMNIST

MICHAEL WtlGMSN

The true nature of friendship
"Friendship is trust and respect. Friendship
is being there for someone when they are in
some tough times.
When I was walking over to my
friend's apartment last night, I got
to thinking about how long I've
known him and all the memories
we've shared. We grew tip on
the same road, a couple houses
down from each other. Theall\ineilean dream, you could say.
I Hit young lives wen' filled with

childhood memories such as
backyard football, soccer and our
first alcoholic drinks deep in the
woods, I Hit families were close as
well, so I always looked at him as
a brother.
Our friendship has stayed
strong over the years, even
through family crisis. And when
I finally entered the apartment
and he threw me a beer, right
then 1 believed our friendship
would last, no matter where our
lives would take us. 1 believed
•his because of the uniting factor
of memories we've shared. The

memories that created who we
were before we even knew who
we were. For a couple hours we
caught up on school and each
other's family.
My friend decided to stay in
that night, so 1 headed out with
his roommate. My night was rilled
with endless beers and shots. I
hopped from one bar to another
and from one party to another. I
saw old friends and new friends,
and my night was filled with
many cheers and laughter.
finally. I found myself standing
with two friends at Downtown.
With t(H) much alcohol flowing

through my bloodstream, there
was an awkward silence between
us three except for the smacks
of our lips on Corona bottles.
I finally told them I had had
enough and left to go get some
thing to eat
Hie (tarter Grill tends to be my
choice for food during late-night
cravings. I walk in and order the
breakfast special. It is my narcotic to fall asleep. As I sat there
swaying around the diner stool,
I found myself looking around at
all the people in the restaurant. I
guess you could say I was people
watching. Someday we might
even see that in the dictionary:
"people watcher.'' Again, 1 found
myself thinking about friendship.
I watched one person throw
ketchup at the person eating
with him. I saw a group of people
make fun of the waitress serving their food. I saw two friends
leave, and die one walking out
first didn't hold the door for the
other one. I didn't like what I was
seeing.
I luring my travels. I met a guy
from Ireland whose name was
Thomas, I le was not your typical
Irish man. I le never had a drop
of alcohol in his life. 1 le was a
philosophy major and you could
tell that he let Iris studies mix
into his daily life. Sometimes I
would just watch him as he chain
smoked and looked out into the
vast and empty desert. 1 le had
this philosophy about friendship
that I would always hold on to. I le
believed friendship between two

CHECK THIS OUT!
Are you opinionated? Do you love to write? Want a chance to be part
of an award-winning news team?

The BG News is recruiting articulate, passionate columnists
and editorial cartoonists who want to have a big impact on
their community.
No experience required! But act fast for a chance at a spot!
For more information, e-mail Senior Editor Dave Herrera at
davidlhObgsu.edu.

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

people wasn't two souls Interact
ing. but one soul thinking about

the great possibilities of life.
That's exactly it. friendship is
about one soul creating constant

energy between nvo minds, loo
often, I meet friends, and our
choice of action is just to throw
back some beers, fhe only aspect
of our lives uniting us would be
the beers in our hands
Friendship is mist and respect
Friendship is being there for
someone when he or she is in
some tough times Friendship is
feeling the hurt or the love of the
other person. Friendship is not
judging the person for what he or
she does or believes. Friendship
is understanding Friendship
is learning from each other
and being each other's teacher.
Friendship is a memory of love
and care that each person would
hold on to. This is what unites my
childhood friend and me. I know
he. at times, disagrees with what
I do and where I may go, but he
knows memories of youth will
always unite us.
As I trekked home. I looked up
at the expansive sky. It was absolutely beautiful and gave me the
feeling that life is good. It alwa\ s
will be, no matter what happens.
I thought hack on all I saw. all I
drank and all that I fell. It was a
long night, but die pan I remember the most and care about the
most was the simple Mo hours
I spoke with my close friend. My
brother from Southern Koad. My
night took me to almost every
comer of Howling (Irecn, but my
soul always stayed with my close

friend,
If friendship is tnie, if it is rail
and if it is more than a party, then
no matter where one goes in life,
die united soul of friendship will
always glow and create energy.
Never underestimate the power
of-true friendship and the possibilities it can create.
Send responses to David's
column to Aeneua9bgiKWt.com.

It is soon going to be that
time of the semester, where
migraines start to increase,
exhaustion begins to take over
and appetites start to decrease.
While taking final exams can
improve some students' grades
in classes, other students
dread that filial exams will give
them a failing grade. After long
nights of cramming and studying, final exams lead to a huge
problem: stress.
Stress is an "internal college
demon" that causes a lot of
strain and tension in a college
student's life. Stress is a psychological concept that is very

powerful; it affects people on a
mental, emotional and physical
level. A mental level involves the
functions of the mind, an emotional level involves internal and
external feelings, and the physical level deals with health issues.
Would you believe me if I said
most students bring stress on
themselves during final weeks?
Would you also belie\e me if I
said stress could be eliminated
if students took the initiative to
prevent it?
Ihe besl way to prevent stress
during finals week is prevention. Syllabi are handed out the
first week of the new semester,
and every student has his or

her entire semester of work in
his or her hand. On the syllabus
are dates when the filial exam
will he taken, so students have
an ample amount of time to
prepare months in advance to
study. It might sound absurd to
study three months in advance

four hours without taking a break, then
those words can cause eye strain."
for a final, but it is the best
option to prevent stress during
finals week.
Establishing priorities and
setting goals is a huge reason
why planners became popular.
If you don't have a planner, it
would be a good idea to buy
one. Having a planner is beneficial because students can write
down what goals they want to
accomplish every day. In relation to finals week, write down
what days you would want to
study for each class. Prevent
studying for three classes all in
one day. because it will cause a
huge headache. Instead, devote
a day or two to study for an individual class, and this will divide
the lime equally.
Another benefit of setting
goals is that it will reduce the
possibility of procrastination.
Aside from stress, procrastination would be the second "internal college demon." Students
procrastinate when they say
they will study on Monday, but
Monday becomes Tuesday,
Tuesday becomes Wednesday,
Wednesday becomes Thursday
1-inally, the study time that was
devoted to Monday ends up
being pushed back to Friday.
Set goals for yourself and follow
diose goals every day.
Studying24/7can lead to
migraines, dizziness, tiredness,
irritation, frustration and other
health problems. If'a student
is staring at a textbook for lour
hours without taking a break,
then those words can cause eye
strain. Straining your eyes from
reading leads to the symptoms

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at tbenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

I mentioned above. Yes, it is
important to snidy diligently
during finals week, but it is also
important to take care of your
health first.
An important way students
can study for finals and also be
successful is to take time out for
themselves. Take an hour or two
to take a nap or to watch your
favorite television show to relax
your mind. Fake a nice walk outside and enjoy nature to get a
fresh breeze for a while. Go out
to a party with friends and have
fun, but also remember not to
party too much, because finals
are right around the corner.
To prevent headaches from
turning into migraines, don't
let your stomach growl at you.
Always eat when studying for
a final. Fry to prevent eating a
lot of greasy foods and try eating healthy foods because they
help the body to function more
efficiently. Drink a lot of fluids,
preferably waler. and do not
always reh on caffeine to keep

you awake.
After studying forever for a
final cxarn and the feeling of
failure still exists, remember to
always think positively Even if
a student is failing a class, and
taking the final is the only hope
of boosting his or her grade,
there is a huge possibility that
an A can lie earned. Most of us
start to lose confidence when
we see that our grades aren't
what we expected them to be.
so we become stressed out
Every student who is enrolled
in college is very intelligent,
or the college woiild'vc never.
accepted them. Think of yourself as a statistic that improves
the college's IQ, and without
students, the college would be
nothing. Even when studying
seems to fail during final weeks,
always think positively and have
an open mind.

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Semi responses to
If'SUmmnila's column to
llieneu •sfPbg/wu ■s.com.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Meaning of column
didn't carry into print
I submitted an article that was
published in Tuesday's issue.
The article was published under
the t it le "The wrong gospel";
however, my original submission was titled "SpeakingTruth
in Love." Because I find the
published title to be a little
misleading, I want to explain
the original title and intent of
i he article. I did not intend the
article to seem antagonistic, nor
attacking in tone. At no time
did I ever intend to suggest that
the subject of my article was
preaching a "wrong" gospel.
The fact that he preaches the
need for repentance is not, in
and of itself, bad or wrong. It
is. though, not the whole story.

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU. DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKI. WEB EDITOR
KRISTIN MO0NEY.C0PY CHIEF
COLIN WILSON. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU, PHOTO EDITOR

lesus' love for people is perfect
and absolute, culminating in
the ultimate sacrifice of lesus'
own life. When we turn our
back on his love, when we
offend God, that is sin. It is the
offense of a love so perfect and
pure that makes sin so grievous and, therefore, requiring of
repentance. So, his message is
incomplete, not wrong. And I
chose my original title because
1) it is what I was trying to do
and 2) it is scriptural. 1 was not
trying to attack the guy at the
Union, merely trying to lovingly,
hut firmly, bring to attention
' the fact that Christians should
be loving, not condemning.
Also, the Bible says we are to
be "speaking the truth in love"
(F.phesians4:15).
As a final clarification, the

name of God was not capitalized in the published version
but was capitalized in the
original version — this was
due lo a misunderstanding of
journalism style rules, which is
fine because mistakes happen.
I lowever, I would like to point
out that my article was meant
to reference the only God. not
one god of many gods. There is
only one God and it is the effort
to live in his love and share the
good news of his love and mercy
with others that prompted the
article at all.
— Ray Roiulini
Senior, Electronics and
Computer Technology

k

ON THE WEB: Comment on today's
columns | www.bgncws.com

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the 8ovding Green area.
The ma«imum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters lo the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment lo thtnews@bgtwws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing All letters are sub)ect to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of Th« BG News
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SIDELINES

Mobile Bound
FOOTBALL
Washington finds
different ways to
honor Taylor Sunday
The Redskins started the
game with 10 players on
defense among many
other things which included
handing out towels with
No. 21 printed on them to
honor Sean Taylor, who was
murdered last week.

Page 6
COLLEGE
Final BCS standings
are released
LSU sneaks back into
championship.

P*9«6
ONLINE
Check out The BG
News Sports Blog
For extra coverage on all your
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BV COLIN WILSON

favorite Falcon sports, check
us out online at:

BG's season rewarded with invitation to GMAC Bow

http://bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

By Colin Wilson
Sports Editor

Today in Sports
I .isi Monday, BG quarterback
Mci Sheehan wouldn't admit a
preference lo which bowl game
he wanted logo.
"Either way. I'll be playing
inside t" somewhere that's hot,"
Sheehan said
Artei it "as announced thai
the Falcons accepted an imitation to play lukt in the GMAC
Howl in Mobile, Ma., Sheehan

History
1968 - In Major League
Baseball, the pitcher's mound
drops from 15" to 10" and the
strike zone is reduced from
the knees to the shoulders to
the top of the knees to the
armpits, to help hitters.

was less reserved about his preference.
"Deep down inside when we
were talking about bowls, a lot
ol us wanted to go down there.''
Sheehan said, smiling before the
annual BG football banquet in
the Union Ballroom. "We just
. oulcln'i exactly say."
No) that you could blame
them. Mobile is located on the
Gulf Coast near the Florida panhandle ar the southwest corner
of Alabama. Who wouldn't prcfer such a geographic location

in early lanuary compared to.
say, Detroit (Motor City Bowl) or
Toronto (International Bowl)?
"It's a nice bowl, a warm
weather spot," said B(i coach
Gregg Brandon. "We can go
down there lor live or si\ days.
It'll be fun."
There was a small possibility
that the Falcons could have gone
io either of ihe aforementioned
game-., lint their MAC-beSt 8-1
record made them a nice draw
for the GMAC, who got first
choice of the MAC teams

"We looked ai I he pool of
teams that were available to
us wtlh winning records." said
(,\l\( Howl President Gar)
Silverstein. "An eight-win team
is very deserving of a bowl game
and they've done well for us in
the past.'
The Falcons last appeared
in the game in 2004 when the)
defeated Memphis 52-35. The
See BOWL | Page 7
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GMAC BOWL
WHEN: Jan. 6. 2008; 8 p.m.
WHERE: Mobile. Ala
THE VENUE: Ladd-Peebles
Stadium
CAPACITY: 40. 646
TV: ESPN
LAST TIME: BG defeated
Memphis in the game 52-35 in
2004
LAST YEAR: Ohio University
fell 28-7 to Southern Mississippi

1956 - Wilt Chamberlain
plays his first collegiate

ING WEEKEND FOR WOMEN

basketball game and scores 52.
1950 Cleveland Browns
are the last NFL team with
a pass-less game when they
beat Philadelphia 13-7

The List
It's Monday, you know what
that means: Fantasy football
studs of the week.

1. Tony Romo: He's
not in awe of Brett Favre He
threw for 309 yards and four
scores while Favre watched

TREVOR lit

from the sidelines

HUGS ANP HAND-POUNDS:

I I ate after a win against Northern

I1 Nov 17 Tlw F.iicons moved to 8-4 this weekend with a pair of wins over Wayne

2. Ladainian

State The Fall on

;

' and followed with a 6-1 win Saturday

Tomlinson(SD): The
Chargers made a strong bid
for the AFC West title with a
177-yard, two-touchdown day

CROSSING OVER: BGs 'racy Pontius works against a St Bonaventure defender in the Falcons' Nov 24 game BG won both us games at

from LOT

the Cornell Classic over the weekend beating host Cornell and Florda Gull Coast Lauren Prochaska won the tournament MVP by scoring

3. Peyton Manning

18 points on 7-of-9 shooting in the championship game. She added two blocks and (our steals Kate Achter scored 22 points and dished out

(IND): They said he was

Arena. The game <s their first game against a ranked opponent, as the Fighting Irish are ranked No. 22 with a 5-1 record BG is 6-0

IS assists in the two games white Taia Breske had 25 points and eight rebounds The Falcons face Notre Dame on Wednesday at Anderson

losing it He responded by
throwing for 288 yards and
four touchdowns

4. Adrian Peterson
(MIN): Welcome back
Mr. All Day. Peterson(below)
came back from his injury

cers give Wayne
sweep
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

i

Second half defensive lapses send
Falcons to third loss of the season
By Colin Wilion

with a 116-yard, two-

Sports Editor

touchdown performance

5. Braylon Edwards
(CLE): Edwards did his
best to keep the
Browns from
losing with
3149yard
day.
ENOCH WU : TH£8GNfWS
KEEP AWAY: Chris Knight (25) tries to
keep the ball away from defenders in a Nov.
25 game against Temple. Knight scored 25
in a losing effort at Oakland over the weekend. I he Falcons lost 90-80

ROCHESTER, Mich. — lor the
second time in three games, the
BG men's basketball team was
undone by its defense in the second half. The Falcons (4-3) fell
90-BO on Saturday to Oakland
(3-4), mostly due to allowing a
field goal percentage of 66 in the
second half.
BG led at halftime 37-34. The
Grizzlies shot just 35 percent in
the first half, including l-of-ll
from 3-point range.
But in the second half. Oakland
came out firing and the I'alcons
couldn't keep up.
"We can't go and play tag

with a good offensive team like
Oakland that averages 77 points
per game on the road and trade
baskets," said BG coach Louis
Orr.
The Grizzlies were paced by
point guard Jonathan lones in
the second half. The 5-foot-llInch lones scored 23 of his 31
points in the second half. He was
7-of-9 from the field and made
all seven free-throw attempts.
No matter who the I'alcons
put on him, lones found a way
to score.
"That wits on me," said BG
guard Dairy! Clements. "I got
See HEN | Page 6

"Their team has had
some tremendous

I he BG hockej team (8-4, 5-3)
collected its third sweep of the
season this weekend, defeating Wayne Stale (3-7-2, 1-31 3-1
I-ridas and 6-1 Saturday.
The non-conference wins
helped put lit i hack on t lack after

dropping two straight i entral
Collegiate Hockey Association
matches to Northern Michigan
and \otre Dame before
Thanksgiving.
Fridays win came at the
Fairgrounds
Coliseum,
a
decrepit old building in down
town Detroit. Less than 500people showed up to watch Mike
Nesdill and lake I'epis vine ill
the first period for the falcons.
Ion (irabarekcui the lead In half
for the Warriors halfway through
the second, but I )erek Whii more
added the final insurance goal
near the end of that period.
That small attendance rate
at its 85-year-old building is

positives in a very
difficult season."
!
one reason that Wayne State
University has elected to eliminate its hockey program next
winter.
"Out spoil has come a long
wav over the last LMI vears," said
BG coach Scott I'altu-h. We
certainly don't want to ever lose
programs, and we'd love to see
more programs Join in the great
spoil of ice hockey.

iiill Wilkinson [formerFakon
assistant coach mid current Warrior
head coaehl has liandled the news
unbelievably wvll and he's done a
great job. Their Irani has had some
tremendous posiiives in a very difSee HOCKEY I Page 7
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Votes are in, so is LSU

Honoring their fallen

By Eddie P.ll.
The Associated Press
LSU hits a ticket to the title Riime.
Everyone else has a pretty good
Rripe.
The latest chapter in this
crazy, unpredictable college
football season was written
yesterday when I.SU won the
sport's version of the lottery,
being picked to play Ohio State
for the championship and leaving about a half-dozen other
candidates with plenty to complain about.
The Tigers (ll-2). ranked
second in the latest Associated
Press poll, will be the first leant
to play in the BCS title game
with two losses.
No. I Ohio State goes into the
game, Ian. 7 at the Superdome
in New Orleans, at 11-1.
Missouri and West Virginia,
the teams that came into the
weekend ranked I and 2, lost
Saturday to blow their title

Skins and fans pay tribute to
slain Taylor in many ways
By Howard Fendrich
1 he Associated Press

NICK W*SS
IN HIS HONOR:
NFL football tj-1 i

I VNDOVER, Mil. — The mcssage was perfectly dear: Sean
l.nlot is cone forever, and he is
not forgotten.
I oi all of the No. 21 jerseys,
twilling white towels and handwritten signs in the stands yesterday, for all of the red-and-yellou flowers and burning candles
at a makeshift memorial outside
the stadium, for all of the pre
game tributes to the Pro liowl
safety; the most stark reminder
of Taylor's plight came when the
Washington Redskins lined up on
defense for the first time since he
was killed.
instead of II Redskins on the
held, as i nles allow, there were It).
When the visiting Buffalo Bills
prepared to run their first play
on offense midway through the
opening quarter, the man who
replaced Taylor in Washington's
lineup, Heed Doughty, storxl near
coaches on the sideline.
It was important for the team
to know that Sean was with us
that one last time on the field,''
Doughty said. "He'll always he
with us. but that was special."
After watching while Bills running back Fred lackson gained
22 yards. Doughty entered for the
next play —and made the tackle.

Redskins coach )oe Gibbs
wasn't aware ahead of time that
players were going to honor
Taylor that way; assistant coach
Gregg Williams said his defensive coaches and unit decided
Saturday night to do it.
"We were going to let him ride
with us one more time," said
Williams, who has described
Taylor as being like a son to him.
The 24-year-old Taylor died
Tuesday, a day after being shot
at his home in Florida during a
burglary. The shock has yet to dissipate for Taylor's teammates and
the Redskins' fans, and the grieving process continued on game
clay, from the cloudy, chilly hours
before the kickoff until the rainsoaked end of what turned out to
lie a 17-16 comeback victory for
Buffalo.
"1 didn't show up to play this
game, 1 showed up for a tribute for
my friend, to send him out right,
and we found a way to mess it up,"
said cornerback I'red Smoot, who
teared up when he looked where
Taylor usually plays and didn't see
him.
Before entering the stadium,
some spectators talked about
Taylor in the present tense, as
though it all hasn't quite regis-

From Page 5
him going in the second half. It's
hard to stop a shooter when he
gets going.''
Neither Clements nor backup
point guard Joe lakubowski
could stay in front of lours.
"He was the difference." Orr
said.
And when the Falcon posts
stepped out to stop tones'
drives, he found the open man.
He finished the day with four
assists.
The lapse in defense in the
second half was reminiscent of
the falcons loss against Temple
Nov. 24 at Anderson Arena. The
Owls shot (SB percent in the sec
ond hall and cruised to a 72-.r>!>
victory.
"You'vegot to lake it to another level," Orr said. "Good teams,

Sce TAYLOR | Page 7

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17, 2008 to August 9, 2008

PETS ALLOWED with a $300.00
nonrefundable pet deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755. 777 Manville

£>M

<I>M

<I>M <I»M

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S395.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month

825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed!
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

<I>M <I>M <I>M <I>M <I>M <1>M

Congratulations
to our new Lions!

Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - S400.00 per month.

The two posts didn't waste
the opportunity with 21 and
23 points respectively, hut the
defense seemed tired at times
I he falcons allowed 36 points
in the paint and committed 2:1
fouls, Oakland look advantage
In sinking 28-of-33 free throws
in the game.
Knight's 23 led the falcons.
Miller added seven assists and
five rebounds to his 21 points.
Clements scored 13 in the first
half, hut was shut out in the sec
ond. Ilyne I lamblcl added 11
points, seven assists, two steals
and two blocks,
The Falcons play next at
NorthernColoradoon I hursday
at9:05p.m. LSI.

"They don't just have good
first halves, they get stronger."
This time B(i wasted a 54 percent shooting performance,
"1 think we just had a little
mental breakdown at the end
on defense." Clements said.
"Offensively we were good but
our defense just wasn't there

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

517 E. REED STREET At Thurstm.

for 30,

that's what they do.

Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009
EFFICIENCIES

tonight."
B(l also battled foul trouble
throughout the entire game. At
halftime, centers Marc Larson
(2) and Otis Polk (3) were both
limited.
"It shortens the bench," Orr
said. "We have been getting a
lot out of our bigs, but they got
into foul trouble today."
Polk had four fouls in eight
minutes of play while Larson
had three in 15 minutes. B(l
was forced to play Nate Miller
for X7 minutes and Chris knight

MEN

We've got your next place!
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street Irom OHenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year • S395 00 per month
One Year - S370 00 per month

chances, were left out of the B( :S
altogether.
Why did I.SU, which was
seventh in the BCS standings
heading into the final weekend,
make the jump to No. 2 and into
the big game, while Oklahoma.
Southern California, Georgia
and a number of others were
left behind?
The 174 poll voters and handful of computer nerds whose
calculations make up the BCS
rankings probably all have their
own reasons.
Among the best is that LSU
was rewarded for winning
the Southeastern Conference,
which is traditionally viewed as
one of the toughest leagues in
the nation.
There's also the argument
coach l.es Miles and athletic
director Skip Bertman offered
up Saturday night: The Tigers
went undefeated in regulation
this season — their two losses
coming in triple overtime.

Initiated Fall 2007

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.
720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn, One Bdrm. One Bath
School year - S4I0.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

^fi

Kylene Bandelow
Nadean Borders
Hannah Furney
Mary Kate McFall
Katelynn Miles
Rachael Otto
Malina Owens
Laura Saylor
Carly Schultz
Brianne Streb
Brittany Tifft

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. Rates Available for One to Three Person Occupancy.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

<I>VI

<I>M

<I>M <I>M

«I>M <I>M <I>M <I>M <I>M <I>M

Furn Or Unfurn One Bath & Extra Vanity
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year • $530 00 per month

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590 00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620 00 per month.
One year - $520 00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - S650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or 818
SEVENTH STREET
Furn Or Unfurn One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565 00 per month.
One year - $475 00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - S570.00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon at S. College.

License Plate Frames

$8.99

$5.84

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. I ' baths, dishwasher
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530 00 per month

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year S475.0O per month

BGSU Water Bottles

$9 99

$6 49

Stainless Steel Travel Mugs

$11.99

$7.99

BGSU Mom & Dad Mugs

$3 99

$1.49

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
531 Ridge St
419-352-8333
Mon-rhurs 10-8 Fri 10-6 Sa! 10-5 30 Sun 12-5
Holiday Gift Ideas
Pullover Hooded Jackets

$4599

$2000

$2499-3299

$5-10

T-Shirt w/Hat

$19.99

$14.99

$34.99

$10.00

$17.99

$11.69

Umbrellas

■■■■■■

Setocl BGSU cNWrens MM

Bottle Holder ^■■■■Mmmmmmm
Cappuccino Mugs

JOHN

N EWLOVE
525 E. Merry St. $575.00520 E. Reed St. $525.00 ■
507 E. Merry St. $575.00-

Sale

Crewneck Sweats

Fleece Ve

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

Regular

$7.9MMM
3 for $20.99

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rentail Office: 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewlowerealestate.com

!#**
Newlove
Rentals
$*
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

$5.00 oft
BGSU sweatshirt
UP 12/31*07
NoOAMohSpecOfiMra

Si:
*
*

*

•iq> 12/31/07
NolVNUlWiSeKonltfa

Smy»ZociC«rdi«P«p»tPto<)ixaM28XOfr

• 2 Bedroom
• All Electric Apartments

*i

$5.00 off
Greek Lavaliers

Close to Campus
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TAYLOR
From Page 6
tered Many wore Taylor's number — on burgundy, while or
black versions of the jersey, on
handmade T-shirts, on hats, on
wristbands. A trio of teenagers
each wrote "RIP 21" on a cheek.
"You look around and see all
the '21s,' you see his face on some
of the posters," defensive end
Phillip Daniels said. "I thought of
Sean every second."
While tailgatingdid carry on in
the parking lots before the game
— with beer and grilled food,
with chips and salsa — things
were somewhat more subdued than usual. Stereos didn't
blare. People spoke instead of
screamed.
"Oh, yeah, it's quiet," said
Adrian Moore of Springfield, Va.,
who was wearing a long-sleeve
white shirt with a yellow candle
drawn between the numbers 2
and 1. "It's a lot more somber
than normal."
A short walk away, people
approached a memorial to Taylor
where the Redskins painted his
number on a patch of grass near
the team store — which was
under orders not to sell jerseys
or other items with his name or
number this day.
Starting at 7:30 a.m.. fans

HOCKEY
From Page 5
Bath season."

Thanks to Paluch's Falcons,
however. Wayne State didn't
come away from the weekend
with many positives at all. I)d
OUtshot, outscored and outplayed them in both games.
Fourteen of the 19 different
skaters that played in the two
games tallied at least one point
for the Falcons. Once again
both limmySpratt (Friday) and
Nick l.no (Saturday) recorded
wins for BG.
Nesdill, ('epis and Whitinnrc
scored on Friday in Dei roil, but
Saturday it was a completely
different cast finding the back
of the net for the Falcons at
the BGSU Ice Arena. Whitmore
sal out the game alter hyperextending his knee on Friday,
but many other Falcons produced in bis stead.
lames Perkin scored after
some relentless rebounding
halfwa) I hi ought he first period
lo open up die scoring. Perkin,
along with Nesdill. would assisi
David Solway six minutes later
to build the Falcons' lead to 2-1.
Astheydid Friday the Warriors

again madeitaone-goalgame on
Saturday night. With 30seconds
left in the first, Stavros Paskaris
put a shot past Nick Eno as he
was tailing down.
Paskaris would be the second
— and last — Warrior to find
the net on the weekend.

began arriving to look at the display, snap a photo of it and leave
objects. The piles kept spreading,
with (lowers in the team colors
of burgundy and gold, leather
footballs, dripping candles, and
posters with personal messages.
And on and on it went: balloons,
teddy bears, hats. One little
child left a piece of paper with a
poem.
There were plenty of other
ways in which Taylor was saluted, off the field of play and on.
After scoring the game's only
touchdown, Redskins running
back Clinton Portis, also a teammate of Taylor's at the University
of Miami, lifted his jersey to
reveal a T-shirt with a message
in bis good friend's memory.
After making his first catch,
Redskins receiver Santana Moss
— another college teammate
— pounded his chest and put
up a hand with his thumb and
ring finger tucked down and the
other three fingers raised. It was
his way of saying, "21."
That number was on patches
on the Redskins' jerseys and
stickers on their helmets: the
Bills and other NIT. teams wore
it on their helmets, too. Redskins
owner Dan Snyder had the number on his black overcoat, and
coach Jbe dibits had it on his
burgundy jacket.
"It was a very emotional day

for everybody." Hills coach Dick
lauron said.
On a facade above one end
zone, there was a new sign with
Taylor's name and uniform
number in white writing, with
pictures of black ribbons at each
end.
The Redskins Marching band
wore black hats and used Instruments covered with black sleeves
while playing a funeral dirge,
followed by a slow, mournful
rendition of the team's normally
peppy theme song, "Hail to the
Redskins."
.
After the public address
announcer noted that, "We gather here today shocked and saddened." the scoreboard showed
a 4-minule video filled with
photos of Taylor with his 1-year
old daughter and footage of him
playing football In one of the
most poignant segments, < abbs.
Williams and players spoke into
t he camera as I hough add ressing
Taylor directly.
After Taylor was shown say
ing, "My favorite part is when we
have home games and the fans
are cheering," the crowd roared
and waved the white hand towels
with the No. 21 they were given
as they entered the stadium.
Those tens of thousands of
tiny towels swirled around and
around, a silent and moving
tribute.

"I know we put a lot of emphasis in the second period in taking
the momentum hack." Paluch
said. "I am not sure if it was
our best |>eriod. I know we were
moving pretty good. We have
had some good periods this
year, and I don't know where
this one ranks, but I know it is a
good one for right now."
While Nesdill served a hooking penalty six minutes into
the second. Brandon Svendsen
once again displayed his exceptional work ethic on the penally
kill for the Falcons. At one point
he used a one-man cycle ploy to
keep more than half of Wayne's
shift from being able to break
out of their own /one.
Svendsen's hard work led to
I )an Sexton grabbing the puck a
lew seconds later on a blue-line
breakaway. I le stuck it top shelf
behind Brett Hot hw el I in the
Warrior net, and the Falcons
didn't look back.
K.ii Kantola, playing in his
fifth game back after serving
an early season suspension,
scored BG'S fourth and fifth
goals Saturday. The second
came shortly after begot out of
the box for serving a roughingthe-goaltender penalty.
"I definitely came out ol being
a little snake-bit there |from
the suspension I," kantola said.
"(The penaltyl was an awkward moment with crashing
towards the net. I got tripped
up and pushed into him. but it
happens. Penalties are called,
and you have to fight through

adversity."

Monday. December!. 200' 7

"These guys have told me how fun bowl
games are. I've heard that the GMAC Bowl
is one of the nicest bowls you can go to."

BOWL
From Page 5
experience was a good one
for lid as the town of Mobile
embraced its players.
"it's lowly," said lid defensive end Diyral Briggs, who
was a freshman lasi time the
falcons played in Mobile.
"When we were down I here, it
was like home. It was a nice
atmosphere."
The GMAC bowl is wellknown lor some of the cu'lils
it holds leading up lo the game.
Il all starts with a reception .n
l.add-Peehles Stadium, when'
teams are welcomed with a
shrimp boil. A bowling challenge, a mayor's banquel and a
tour of the il.s.s. Alabama lead
up to an event nil weekend.

the game, features a MardiGras
parade and a fireworks display,
With all the build-up and

communit) involvement, the
(,\l \( Howl has been known lo

"roll out the red carpet," according to its brochure.
"I'm so excited," Sheehan said.
"These guys have told me how
fun bowl games are. I've heard
III,II the (.MAC Howl is one ol
the nicest bowls you can go to."
Tulsa, BG'sopponent won the
Wesi Division of Conference
us v I hey lost in the conference
championship game to Central
Florida on Saturday, giving them

Saturday,lan.5,theday before

a 9-1 record.
I be Golden Hurricanes finished first in the country with
559 yards per game and 10th in
the Countrv in points per game
With 395. '
I hey can light it up. 1 didn't
know they were thai good.
Brandon said. "They lead the
country in total offense so look
out."

BG averaged 32 points pet
game and 132 yards. That could
make for a shooloul.
"Wecuuldhc< hanging some
lightbulbs at the end of the
game." Silverstein said.

dec.

Monday Madness
$ 1 off any naked burnto

^ I L L

TWO

for Tuesday

Buy one entree get one free
(Must present this ad)

Wacky Wednesday

The sophomore from Raleigh,
N.C., certainly did that, as he
beat Bothwell with the only two
shots he took on the night.
Tommy Dee, another sophomore, finished oft the scoring for
B(i a few minutes into the third
when his shot trickled past the
Warrior goal line. Two seniors.
Nesdill and Ben Geelan, assisted
Dee on the play. It was Nesdill's
fourth point on the weekend.
Paluch will need a similar
ly widespread effort from his
players next weekend as the
Falcons play the No. 2 Michigan
Wolverines in another home
ami-home series.

Free Taco with purchase

Thirsty Thursday
Free large drink
with any purchase
Five Dollar Friday
$5.00 entree and drink

WE NOW DELIVER
please call for details
^t^

specials die lot dine-in and tdiryoul only.

129 S. Main St., B.G. • 419-353-7200 ■

NOW LEASING FOR FALL '08

T O W N H O M E
COMMUNITIES, LLP

NOT JUST WHAT YOU WANT... WHAT YOU NEED!
FREE Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher, Build-in Microwave
FREE Internet/Cable. Private Shuttle Service
PRIVATE Bathroom in each Bedroom
PRIVATE Clubhouse w/Fitness Center & Game Room
HUGE bedrooms and Closet Space
HUGE Back Deck area perfect for Cook-Outs
LOW onthly Rates
FREE T-SHIRTS with Application!
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arts extravagan

line arts center bgsu

12.07.07
6 10p.m.
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CONGRATULATIONS
To the Newly Initiated Members of
Alpha Gamma Delta
Sheena Orr
Danielle Davis
Luana Rager
Danielle Ban
Stephanie Barnett
Rachael Crabtree
Melissa Barber

1.1-1-

Ar3l

rx
4 bdrm entry level

4 bdrm upper level

4 bdrm lower level

2057 NAPOLEON RD. BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 PHONE: 419-353-3300
E-MAIL: bowlinggreen@cbeech.cotn
WWW.COPPERBEECHTOWNHOMES.COM

I

WORLD
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Vote could allow Chavez
to stay president for life
Hugo
Chavez
Pre :entof
Venezuela; in
favor of socialism

By Ian James
■

CARACAS. Venezuela
Hugo
Chavez sought to cemeni his
power yesterday in a vote on
constitutional reforms thai
could lei 11 iiii remain president for life, a critical test foi
a leader beni on turning this
majoi us. oil provider into a
socialist state.
Caravans of < lhavez's supporters took to the streets
honking horns and blaring celebratory mush as thej anticipated victory after most polls
closed, bin opposition leaders
did noi concede and called
for their supporters to closely
monitor the ballot t ount.
Chavez's opponents fear ;i
win by the president could
mean ;i plunge toward
dictatorship.
Supporters have faith thai
( havez would use the reforms
in deepen grass
is demoi
rat s andmoreequitably spread
the wealth.
\n emboldened opposition
and violent clashes in recent
weel s prompted Fears of bitter
conflict ii eithet side disputed
the results, which pollsters
predicted to be close,
Iwo pro-Chavez officials
told I he \ssociated Press their
exit polls show a victory for
the reforms, Inn an opposition campaign official said iis
poll shows ( havez headed For
defeat. All spoke on condition
ol anony mity because of election rules barring the early
release of results.
"I'm very sure thai every
thing is going to go very well,"
Chavez said after voting, hold
ing Ins newborn grandson
in his arms. "We're going to
accept the results, whatevei
they are."

Information
Minister
Willian Lara said early in the
day t hat there had been "a massive turnout." Inn turnout later
appeared tow at some polling
plan's and no official figures
were available.
I he changes would create new forms of communal
property, let Chavez handpick
local leaders under a redrawn
political map, permit civil liberties in be suspended under
extended suites of emergency
and allow Chavez to seek reelection indefinitely.
Otherwise, he cannot run
again in 2012.
i le's going to be an elected
dictator," said 77-year-old voter
Ruben Rozenberg.
rhe retired blue jeans maker,
who emigrated from Cuba
in 1961, said that although
Chavez's revolution is peai e
Fill compared to dial of Fidel
Castro, we've been violated
all around" by the Venezuelan
leader's progressive consolida

Want to Advertise

people" through the reforms.
lie opened that little door and
now we re free." Of the wealthy
elite, Blanco said: "What Ihey
leai is losing power."
Chavez has warned opponents he will not tolerate
attempts tostii up violence, and
threatened to cut off oil exports
io the us. ifWashington interferes, I he United Stales is the
No. 1 buyer of Venezuelan oil.

OUTCRY:

i'ii lawyers chant slogans against President Perve: Musharraf during a

"ie district court in Lahoro. Pakistan. Saturday The protest came after former
cricket star-turned politician Imtan Khan addressed lawyers at the Lahore Bar Association,
and follows a protest two days earlter winch left a number of lawyers injured after clashes
with police

419-372-6977
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ACROSS
Lost/Found
FOUND.WAL-MART WISH CARD
S100. outside Founders 11/28

Call 937-974-7868
Travel
Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips, Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call lor group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed!
Into/Reservations t-800-648-4849
www ststravel com

On selected floor plans

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

-FREE HEA1
VARSIII SQUAHl
APAMTMirm

N

t

1 PtlCO

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

t&

Travels by glider
Support-line stall
Bring up the rear
Muslim women's quarters
Kind of daisy
Sick
Who knows?
Vocalize displeasure
Pipe lor marriage
Summer shade
Samovars
List ender
Motley collections
Plymouth Colony leader
_ Paulo
Feel unwell
Wolf's shelter
Stoneworker
Who knows?
Must have
Relaxed state
Impress greatly

Call419-352-9392
or ivvvw.froboserentals.com
for current listing

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING1 up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
3 on campus openings - gain valuable work experience in digital media
graphic design, and web developer
positions - pay starling ai S7.50: paid
internships available Email
cllt@b9su.edu lor more information

Direct Care Openings! Do you have
what it takes to assist persons with
MR/DD with daily living skills in a
group home setting7 Full time, part
time. & Sub positions available
S8 SO -S13 18/hr based on exp Positions require High School Diploma or
GED and valid drivers license S acceptable driving record Obtain application at Wood County Board ol
MR/DD 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. Ent B, Mon-Fri.
8am-4 30pm or download Irom
www.woodlaneresldential.org.
EO.E
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub.com
GRADUATING? Do you have a |0b?
Want help' Call 877-874-0011
Gorillas & gazelles, ask lor Kim.

Vote for

9

Apple computer
Singing voices
Add salt to wounds
Fathomless
Army group
Chick
Watches lor
Get handed a bum _
Who knows?
Go
(freak out)
Cry of appreciation
Come Back, Little
English corp. letters
Singer K.T, _
Spell-caster

Seeking babysitter for Tuesday.
Thursday, and Friday mornings. II interested please call 419-494-9233
Widowed Perrysburg executive w/15
yr old daughter, is offering free room
& board Io a responsible college age
female, to be in charge when he is
out of town on business trips Private
room, bath & library/study will be
provided Kitchen & laundry privileges included Willing to assume
traveling expenses lor commuting
student II interested, please call
419-408-0221.

Meat-goats tor the Holidays SI 50 a
piece Will take to slaughterhouse lor
you 419-575-1472
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For Rent

1 bdrm apt lor grad students or mature undergrads Close to campus
Avail Dec 1st Call Gary 419-3525414
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester & yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www Duckeyeinnandstudios com
2 RM EFFIC APT
Close to BGSU & Downtown Util
incl in rent S425/mo NO PETS, non
smoker Ph 419-352-2104

4 bdrm, 2 baths. W/D.

1 car

gar .downtown BG S975 plus util.
Dep. Srel req'd 419-308-7125.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: Irom $435

418-382-7891

E arn

Available lor 2008 - 2009
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
1 bedroom on 7th St S420 per mo
includes utilities Available Dec 19
419-287-4337
2 & 3 bdrm apt. on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses 2 efficiencies
1 Ig 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

3 br. 1 t/2 bath, huge kitchen,
washer/dryer, garage, car port, large
yard, pets welcome, across from
Kenwood School 419-354-7257

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Ofliceopen 10-2 M - F
www bgapartments com

4 bdrm house lor rent 3 people 2
car garage. W/D, air condition. 138
Williams Available May 08. 1 year
lease, S1200 . util 419-654-9512

Jay-Mar 2 bedroom apartment
Dishwasher'Central Air
S300 00 Security Deposit
Available NOW
419-354-6036
Subleaser needed. 1 bedrm , 1/2
block trom campus Dec to May
Call 937-631-6733

08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals.com
S5WEB/call 419-353-0325

For Rent

The Highlands 1 bedroom apartment
Remodeled Tenant pays electric
S300 00 Security Deposit
Available December & January
419-354-6036

631 Elm SI 4 bdrm . 1 1/2 baths.
garage, large deck. W/D
Call 419-305-5987

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
Ml Third Si
702 I hint Si
839 Fourth SI.

Am
agement

ChartettownApts.
7iti Scon Hamilton

linns-, s \\ .i l In! lie

7io Scon Munition

close In campus

( nil tn inukc an appointntt'iit tOtnty!

Mid Am Management
Ml IhirdfMIH,

352-4380

Er

niidamt" vcri/nn.nct

WMNICV

Extra $$$$$ Over Winter Break • Seasonal/Holiday Help Wante i
The HoneyBaked Ham Company is hiring for seasonal/holiday
employment at all of our locations

* No Experience Needed*
* Flexible Schedule*
F 'lease

meccabg.com

• ! ■
s|o
1 )
N
1 '
)
1
1

C. A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance Patio
Short Term Leases Avail

Student Housing

I

For Sale

Check out

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

e
n

1

ndr

ECCA

3

V

For Rent

Now hinng dancers No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old
419-332-2279 alter 8 pm

for Congress

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Cuban export
Scrub again
Geronimo's thbe
Rustic
Not likely
Two-looted animal
Part ol USNA
Son ol Jacob
Holm oak
London subway
Barbecue
Cable channel
sequitur

ANSWERS
u

V

Help Wanted

1'/? Blocks From Campus

Political MrerliMnwi pa<l lor by Cituont lot FrM
Enterprise J** Gwwt ComrrWtee. HUM Paison
ItciHurof H18 OIK*** Si Wautwi OH 43567

47
49
50
51
52
53
54
58
60
61
62
64
65

BIO Wnii Waoslar lowllny urn.

Independent

Call TODAY!

Front of a call
Diamond Head locale
Part of U.A.E,
Comment on
Small silvery lishes
As well
Depart
Fragrant coniler
Serengeti stalkers
Sailor's milieu
Scales sign
Beside
Luster
With a dett touch
WWII menace
Car buyer's option
Ill-smelling
Conrad or Barbara
Ceremony
Different
Rudner and Moreno
Put down new grass
Planted, as grass
"Typee" sequel
Tidings
Plead guilty
Oz entrance exams
Do over again

nTERnET
5.
iliriHp •Mima
@www.dacor.net
or call 419.352.3S68

IVJWOGC f»

johnF.green4congress
.com

L//-\\.\~S I l

HIGH SPEED DSL
.
$?9 95/MONTH^

John Green

These houses won't
last long

FROBOSE RENTALS

46
48
51
55
56
57
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

WANTED subleaser lor Enclave II
S325 mo. I will pay first month's rent.
Call Tyler at 419-438-2701

Nanny 11 am to 7 pm Mon. thru Fn
Some overnights S7.00 hr plus
benefits Exp prel 419-872-6222

From Only $490!
• Ground floor ranch
•Private entrance
• Patio
•Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

1
6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
31
32
33
35
39
43
44
45

International health lirm needs distributors. 6+ ligure income potential
Call lor into 419-409-0055

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
26
27
28
29
30
34
36
37
38
40
41
42

_____
Th e BG News
Classified Ads

Bistro Wasabi hiring servers, bussers S hostesses Apply in person.
3150 Chappel Or Levis Commons.
Perrysburg OH 43551

Protests continue in Palestine

brought to you by

Call 419.372.2605
and speak to an
advertising
representative
today.

Wanted

Chavez "is giving power to the

The Daily Crossword Fix DA TOR

in THE
BGNEWS?

linn nl power.

Vcross town, in a pro-Chavez
slum, forge Blanco, a 40-yearold motorcycle taxi driver, said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

"Meals Provided*
'Store Closed Holidays*

.

call or fill out an application at the store closest to you:

Fairlawn/ Montrose
Chapel Hill Mall
Fern Creek - KY
Florence - KY
Greentree Mall - KY
Fields Ertel
Lyndhurst
Maple Heights
McNaughten Center
Sawmill Road
West Broad Plaza
Willoughby
Salem Consumer Squa e

330-668-8700
330-630-1400
502-239-9292
859-371-7171
812-284-1799
513-583-8792
440-646-1800
216-663-3450
614-863-9963
614-764-1717
614-275-3200
440-946-8585
937-854-2600

Canton
Lexington - KY
Louisville - KY
BeeGhmont
Colerain
Kenwood
Parma
Easton
Centerville
Boardman
Rocky River
Strongsville

330-966-7727
859-278-5090
502-895-6001
513-474-0022
513-385-7440
513-891-9411
216-351-1377
614-428-1500
937-439-0707
330-965-0600
440-356-0440
440-846-4400

For more information: www.honeybakedforyou.com

